Introduction
Dietterich has recently divided learning systems into two classes: symbol level learners and knowledge level learners [4|. The distinction is based on whether or not the knowledge in the system, as measured by a knowledge level analysis [12] , increases with learning. A system performs symbol level learning if it improves its computational performance but does not increase the amount of knowledge it contains. According to a knowledge level analysis, knowledge only increases if a fact is added that is not implied by the existing knowledge; that is, if the fact is not in the deductive closure of the existing knowledge. Explanation-based generalization (EBG) [3, 11] is a prime example of a learning technique that has proven quite successful as a mechanism for enabling a system to perform symbol level learning. EBG allows tasks that a system can already perform to be reformulated in such a way that they can be performed more efficiently. Because EBG only generates knowledge that is already within the deductive closure of its current knowledge base, it does no knowledge level learning (at least when used in any obvious ways).
Symbol level learning can be quite useful for an intelligent system. By speeding up the system's performance, it allows the system to perform more tasks while using the same amount of resources, and enables the system to complete tasks that capacity limitations previously prevented it from completing. However, an intelligent system cannot live by symbol level learning alone. If a system is incapable of performing knowledge level learning -that is, of adding facts not already implied by its existing knowledge -a host of critical capabilities will be beyond its grasp. These range from relatively simple declarative memory capabilities, such as learning to recognize previously seen objects and to store and retrieve representations of new objects, to more complex capabilities of learning to perform novel tasks.
Soar is an attempt to build an architecture that can support general intelligent behavior [7] . It contains a single learning mechanism, chunking [9] . Chunking creates new productions, or chunks, based on the results of goal-based problem solving. The actions of a chunk contain the results of the goal. The conditions of the chunk test Knowledge Level Learning in Soar Page 2 of 13 those aspects of the pre-goal situation that were relevant to the generation of the results. We have been successful in demonstrating Soar's ability to acquire a variety of types of knowledge, including search-control productions (6, 8] , macro-operators [9] , and operator-implementation productions [16] . We have also demonstrated Soar's ability to perform the basic tasks of EBG and, in the process, provided a mapping between EBG and chunking [14] . This mapping suggests that chunking is a symbol level learning mechanism; an identification that is supported by the fact that all of the demonstrations listed above involve only symbol level learning.
However, chunking originated in psychological theories of the structure of declarative memory [10] . One classical chunking result is that if a list of items is to be memorized for later recall, the memory structure is organized as a hierarchical structure of chunks [2] . Chunking, at least of this classical variety, is thus strongly implicated in the acquisition of new knowledge. This has encouraged us to believe that Soar's chunking mechanism should be able to perform knowledge level learning. It has also placed a responsibility on us to demonstrate these classical chunking phenomena in Soar in order to justify that its learning mechanism is entitled to its name. To distinguish between the form of chunking currently performed by Soar and the more declarative classical chunking capability, we refer to the classical form of chunking as data chunking.
The purpose of this article is to report on recent work with Soar that demonstrates data chunking, and thus knowledge level learning, using chunking as the only learning mechanism. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of Soar. In Section 3 we describe the fundamental concepts underlying the implementation of data chunking in Soar. In Sections 4 and 5 we then describe in detail how Soar performs two simple two data chunking tasks: learning to recognize new object and learning to recall new objects. In Section 6 we conclude and describe some important future work.
Overview of Soar
Soar is based on formulating all goal-oriented processing as search in problem spaces.
The problem space determines the set of legal states and operators that can be used during the processing to attain a goal. The states represent situations. There is an initial state, representing the initial situation, and a set of desired states that represent 
Fundamentals of Data Chunking
If Soar is to use its chunking mechanism to perform data chunking, it must take advantage of the fact that chunking learns from goal-based experience. The key is for it to set up the right internal tasks so that its problem solving experience in subgoals leads to the creation of chunks that represent the new knowledge. Suppose Soar is to memorize a new object, call it object A, so that it can be recalled on demand. To accomplish this, a chunk needs to be acquired that can generate the object when the demand arises. The appropriate internal task for this problem is simply to copy the object in a subgoal. The chunk that is learned from this experience has actions which generate an object B that is a copy of object A. This simple description glosses over two important problems. The first problem is that, at recall time, the system must both generate object B and avoid generating all of the other objects that it could potentially generate. The direct effect of the chunk is simply to cache the generation of object B, allowing it to be generated more efficiently in the future. This, by itself, does not enable Soar to discriminate between object B and the other objects that could be generated. However, by making use of Soar's ability to reflect on its own behavior [15] -specifically, its ability to base a decision on whether an impasse has occurred -the chunk can indirectly support this capability. When the memorized object is to be recalled, the chunk immediately fires and generates object B.
If no other objects have been chunked, an impasse then occurs. Other objects could be generated in the subgoal for this impasse, or alternatively (and correctly) the impasse can be treated as a termination signal, keeping other objects from being generated.
Soar can thus break through the otherwise seamless interface in which a cached value looks exactly like a computed value (except that it is accessed more quickly).
The second problem is that, if the generation of object B is based on an examination of object A, then the conditions of the chunk will test for the existence of object A be- To learn to recognize a new composite object, an internal task is set up in which the system first recognizes each of the subobjects out of which the object is composed, and then generates a new name for the composite object. The name becomes the result of the subgoal, and thus forms the basis for the action of a chunk. The name is dependent on the recognition of all of the object's subobjects, so the conditions of the chunk test for the subobjects' names. During a performance trial, the recognition chunk can be used to assign a name to a presented object if it is equivalent to the learned one, allowing an affirmative response to be made to the recognition query.
In more detail, a training trial begins with a goal to learn to recognize an object. A recognition problem space is selected along with a state that points to the object that is to be learned -the current object -for example, [a b c]. If the current object is recognized -that is, has a name -the training trial is terminated because its task is already accomplished. There is only one operator in the recognition problem space:
get-next-element. If the current-object is recognized, then the get-next-element operator receives an acceptable preference, allowing it to be selected as the current operator.
When the operator is executed, it generates a new state that points to the object that follows the current one.
However, if the current object is not recognized, the get-next-element operator cannot be selected, and an impasse occurs. It is in the subgoal that is generated for this impasse that recognition of the object is learned. The recognition problem space is used recursively in this subgoal, with an initial state that points to the object's first subobject (i.e., [). Because the current object has a name, the get-next-element operator is selected and applied, making the next subobject (a, for the current example) the current object. If the subobject were not recognized, a second-level subgoal would be generated, and the problem solving would again recur, but this time on the substructure of the subobject. The recursion is grounded whenever objects are reached that the system has previously learned to recognize. Initially this is just for the primitive objects, but as the system learns to recognize composite objects, they too can terminate the recursion.
When the system has succeeded in recognizing all of the object's subobjects, a unique internal name, such as *p0045*, is generated for the object. The new name is returned as the result of the subgoal, allowing the problem solving to proceed in the parent context because now its current object has a name. The subgoal is thus terminated, and a chunk is learned that examines the object's subobjects, and generates the object's name.
This recognition production can fire whenever a state is selected that points to an object that has the same substructure. In schematic pseudo-code, the production for the current example looks like the following.
Current-Object(s. [a b c]<x>) -> Name(x, *p0045*) (1)
The variable s binds to the current state in the context. The variable x binds to the identifier of the current object, whose substructure must be has not yet, the system answers no to the recognition query.
If the object being learned is a multi-level composite object, then in addition to learning to recognize the object itself, recognition productions are learned for all of the Chunks are also learned that allow composite subobjects to be recognized directly in the context of the current object. To recognize a composite subobject without these chunks, the system would have to go into a subgoal in which the subobject could itself be made the current object. 
Recall
The recall task involves the memorization of a set of objects, which are later to be generated on demand. It is the dual of the recognition task. Instead of incorporating information about a new object into the conditions of a production, the information must be incorporated into the actions. As with recognition, there are training and performance trials. On each training trial the system is presented with a new object, and it must learn to generate the object on demand. On a performance trial, the system receives a recall request, and must respond by producing the objects that it learned to generate on the training trials.
As described in Section 3, on a training trial the general approach is to set up a twophase internal task in which the object is copied. In the first phase, a new composite object is generated by recalling and assembling objects that the system can already recall. This generation process does not depend on the presented object. In the second phase, the generated object is tested to see if it is equivalent to the presented object.
Though this approach solves the problem discussed in Section 3, it also introduces a smaller but still important technical issue -how to efficiently generate the new object without examining the presented object. Because it is possible to generate any object that can be constructed out of the already known objects, there is a major control problem involved in ensuring that the right object is generated. The solution to this problem is to use the presented object as search-control knowledge during the process of generating the new object. Search-control knowledge determines how quickly a problem is solved, not the correctness of the solution -the goal test determines the correctness -so the result does not depend on any of the knowledge used to control the search.
Thus, chunks never incorporate control knowledge. In consequence, the generation process can proceed efficiently, but the chunk created for it will not depend on the presented object.
In more detail, a training trial begins with a goal to learn to recall a presented object. The system selects a recall problem space. An initial state is created and selected that points to the presented object; for example, Presented (si, [a b c]) , where si is the identifier of the state. There is only one type of operator in the recall problem space: recall. An instance of the recall operator is generated for each of the objects that the system knows how to recall. To enable the system to find these objects, they are all attached to the recall problem space. This can be a very large set if many objects have been memorized; a problem to which we return in Section 6. Initially the system knows how to recall the same primitive objects that it can recognize: a-z, [, and ]. This set increases as the system learns to recall composite objects.
The presented object acts as search control for the generation process by influencing which recall operator is selected. First the system tries to recognize the presented object. For the current example, production 1 fires, augmenting the object with its name (*p0045*). If the system had not previously learned to recognize the presented object, it does so now before proceeding to learn to recall it. Then, if there is a recall operator that will recall an object with the same name, an acceptable preference is generated for the operator, allowing it to be selected. When a recall operator executes, it creates a new state in which it adds the recalled object to a structure representing the object being generated. If this happens in the top goal, it means that the system has already learned to recall the presented object, and it is therefore done with the training trial.
However, when the system does not already know how to recall the object, as is true in this instance, no recall operator can be selected. An impasse occurs and a subgoal is generated. In this subgoal, processing recurses with the attempt to recall the subobjects out of which the presented object is composed. A new instance of the recall problem space is created and selected. Then, an initial state is selected that points to the first Knowledge Level Learning in Soar Page 11 of 13 subobject of the presented object (Presented (s2, [)) . In this subgoal, processing proceeds just as in the parent goal. If the object is not recognized, the system learns to recognize it. Then, if the object cannot be recalled, the system learns to recall it in a further subgoal. However, in this case the object ([) is a primitive and can thus already be recognized and recalled. The appropriate recall operator is selected and creates a new state with a newly generated [ object in it (Generated (s3, [)) . The operator also augments the new state with the successor to the presented object (Presented(s3, a) ). This information is used later to guide the selection of the next recall operator.
The system continues in this fashion until a state is created that contains a completely generated object (for example, Generated (s7, [a b c])). The one thing missing from the generated object is a name, so the system next tries to recognize the generated object as an instance of some known object. If this fails, the subgoais stays around and the system has the opportunity to try again to generate a recognizable object. If this succeeds, as it does here, the generated object is augmented with its name (*p0045*). Generation is now complete, so the the generated object is added to the set of objects that can be recalled in the parent goal (unless there is already an object with that name in the set). This act makes the generated object a result of the subgoal, causing a chunk to be learned which can generate the object in the future. Execution of this chunk is the basic act of retrieving the remembered object from long-term (production) memory into working memory. In schematic pseudo-code, this chunk looks like the following.
This production says that the object should be generated and attached to the recall problem space if there is not already an object with that name so attached.
Though generation is now complete, the generated object cannot yet be recalled in the parent goal until a goal test has been performed to ensure that the generated object is equivalent to the presented object. This test is performed by comparing the name of the presented object with the name of the generated object. If the names match, a recall operator can be selected in the parent goal for the generated object, and the subgoal is terminated. The recall operator is then executed, and processing continues. If the names do not match, no recall operator is selected, the subgoal does not terminate, and the system has the opportunity to keep trying. Contrary to the simple picture presented in Section 3, no test production is actually learned at this time. The functionality to be provided by the test production is provided by the recognition production that was previously learned.
During a performance trial, the top goal is to recall all of the objects so far learned.
A recall problem space is created, selected, and then augmented with the set of objects that the system has learned to recall. Since the goal is to recall all learned objects rather than just a specific one, acceptable and indifferent preferences are created for all of the recall operators, allowing everything that has been so far learned to be recalled in random order -the indifferent preferences state that it doesn't care which of the operators is selected first. Recall performance is terminated when no more recall operators can be selected. This condition is signaled by the occurrence of an impasse.
In the resulting subgoal the system could generate more objects, but it should not because they would not correspond to objects it has seen.
If the object being learned is a multi-level composite object, the system learns to recall the object as well as each subobject, assuming it has not previously learned them.
If the system were to learn to recall the object [ 
On a performance trial that follows these training trials, the system would recall all three objects.
Conclusion
In this article we have demonstrated how Soar can expand its knowledge level to incorporate information about new objects, and thus perform knowledge level learning.
This was accomplished with chunking, a symbol level learning mechanism, as the only learning mechanism. One new mechanism was added to Soar for this work: the ability to generate new long-term symbols to serve as the names of objects. However, this capability is only critical for the learning of object hierarchies. Knowledge level learning can be demonstrated for simpler one-level objects without this added capability.
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One implication of this demonstration is that caution must be exercised in classifying learning mechanisms as either symbol level or knowledge level. The distinction may not be as fundamental as it seems. In fact, other symbol level learning mechanisms, such as EBG, may also be able to produce knowledge level learning. A second implication of this demonstration is that chunking may not have been misnamed, and that it may be able to produce the full span of data chunking phenomena.
Three important items are left for future work. The first item is to extend the demonstrations provided here to more complex tasks. This may involve using the recognition and/or recall capabilities as components in more complex tasks, or the direct development of more complex knowledge level learning capabilities.
The second item is to overcome a flaw in the way recall works. The problem is that whenever a recall problem space is entered, all of the objects that the system has ever learned to recall are retrieved from production memory into working memory. If the system has remembered many objects, this may be quite a time-consuming operation.
We have begun work on an alternative approach to recall that is based on a cued-recall paradigm. In this version, the system builds up a discrimination network of cues that tell it which objects should be retrieved into working memory. Early results with this version have demonstrated the ability to greatly reduce the number of objects retrieved into working memory. They have also demonstrated the ability to recall objects based on partial specifications.
The third item is to use our data chunking approach as the basis for a psychological model of declarative learning and memory. There are already a number of promising indications: the resemblance between our model of recall and the two component model of free recall proposed by Anderson and Bower [l] ; the resemblance between the discrimination network learned during cued recall and the EPAM model of paired-associate learning [17, 5] ; the resemblance of retrieval-by-partial-specification to the descriptionbased memory model of Norman and Bobrow [13] ; and the way in which both learning and retrieval are reconstructive processes in the cued recall model. These resemblances came about not because we were trying to model the human data, but because the constraints on the architecture forced us to approach the problems in the way we have.
